The equation was numerically integrated by H artree (1937) , who writes A = -/?. The second p art deals with the approxim ate integration of a more general equation of the type , .x r + f f = M l -n + e\a f" + j Jbff" + cxfT)dx where e, a, b and c are known param eters, and e is very small of the order of . No attem p t is made to give a rigorous discussion of the integration; the solution is pursued only in so far as it is needed in the hydrodynam ical problem.
D. Meksyn

A. EQUATION
f" + = A(1 -/ ' 2)
Principles of integration
Consider the equation f" + / / " = A(1 -/ ' 2).
The integral has to-satisfy the boundary conditions /= /' = 0 a t * = 0, | / " = 0, / ' = 1 a t x = 00.J The equation (2*1) has three integrals. An obvious solution is
The behaviour a t infinity of the other two integrals can be found as follows. Differentiating (2-1) we find th a t / lv+/r + ( l + 2A )/7" = 0.
(2-4) A t infinity /-> # , / '-> 1-(2*5)
Substituting these asym ptotic values in (2-4) we obtain th e approxim ate result /iv + xf" + (1 + 2A)/" = 0, (2-6) ( 2-1) ( 
2-2)
(2*3)
whence the asym ptotic behaviour of the two integrals is given by fx ~ e~ix* x 1+2X, fH ~ x-(1+2A), (2-7) a result previously found by H artree (1937) . In w hat follows we shall be concerned only w ith the exponential solution, which, generally, is of the form /"~A(aOe«*>,
(2-S)
where A(x) and e&x) are respectively slowly and rapidly varying functions. The integration, which is done by successive approxim ations, has to be guided by the following rules:
(i) The function £(#) has to be found from the equation (2-1) and the boundary conditions &t x = 0 (2-2) as closely as possible from the start.
I f a sta rt is made with an erroneous analytic expression for £(«), the successive approxim ations may not converge to the correct result.
(ii) I f the first term in £(x) is negative (for positive x), it may be sufficient to sta rt w ith it; if, however, the first term is positive, more term s have to be taken until the highest term in £(x) is negative.
(iii) The slowly varying function A(:r) can be found by successive approxim ations, following the rules given below.
(iv) The first approxim ation should be, as far as possible, 'self-consistent'. In the physical applications the param eter A is usually known, except in the case when it is required to find the value of A, so th a t the integral may satisfy the additional condition /"(0 ) = 0, which case is, associated w ith the separation point in hydro dynamics.
The m ethod of integration depends on the range of A, and has to be done in three separate steps which, using the hydrodynam ical term s, are: (1) from stagnation point up to a point close to the separation point (A negative, and positive less than 0*199), (2) the separation point (A ~0*2), (3) after the separation point (A >0*2).
Only the first two cases, needed in the hydrodynam ical part, will be considered. We shall s ta rt w ith the simplest case of the separation point. This value can now be substituted in the right-hand side of (2*1), and the resulting equation integrated as a non-homogeneous linear equation.
As a first approxim ation, neglect the term / ' 2, whence /" -A z e -* * 4/24.
This solution satisfies the rule of self-consistency since, for small values of x, it agrees with the assumed expression for f"(x) (3*3); A is found from the condition P utting
and integrating in gamma functions, we find A = 0*213, as against the correct value of A = 0*199 found by H artree.
A better approxim ation can be obtained as follows. Let a8s 3 a 737 aua;11 y 3! + 7! 11! (3-8)
Substituting (3-8) in (2-1), where now aZJ terms in (2*1) have to be taken into , it is easily found f/ x _ Aa:3 2A2(2 + 3A)z7 , 16A3(8 + 7A) (2 + 3A)xn , J{X'~ 3! 7! + 11! + (3-9)
whence substituting (3-9) in (2-1), and, first integrating by disregarding the righthand side, and, then solving the non-homogeneous equation, the .elf-consistent solution is obtained in the form , ____ ( Aa4 2A*(2 + 3A)z8 16A3(8 + 7A)(2 + 3A)aA2(
/ =A*exp|-l r + ----gj-------------------in---------)• <3'10>
Since the third term in the exponential is negative, the remaining term s may be disregarded.
A is found as follows. In the factors 2 + 3A and 8 + 7 A we can substitute the first approxim ation A = 0-212. Then writing (3-11) the integrand (3-10) becomes independent of A. On carrying out the above tra n s formation, we find th a t I f / ' 2 is taken into account the results obtained, after the first substitution (the exponential remaining the same), are almost identical; and the value of A is some w hat increased.
4.
From stagnation to separation point ; A > 0
From the equation
it is found, as before, th a t /'"(0) = A. A is given here, and a is found from J V + A sJexpJ-^3-^* Two cases have to be considered, namely, A positive, and A negative. We sta rt w ith the simpler case of A positive; a can be found by successive approxi mations; to th a t end expand e-Ax4/24, retaining only a single term depending on x;
I f we put ax3 6 (4-9) the integral can be evaluated in gamma functions; whence, after few simple tran s formations, A2a~2 l-625a® + 0-125Aa_s------= l.
(4-10)
If, for example, A = 0-1, (4-11) then solving (4-10) by successive approximations, a = 0-326 against H artree's value of a = 0-319.
From stagnation to separation point; A <0
This case is more complicated because the term -Aitr4/24 in the exponential (4-6) is positive and cannot be expanded; it has to be either disregarded, or more terms have to be taken in the exponential.
The approximations should also converge slower, because a is obtained from a difference of two terms, which is nearly equal to unity; and it is clear, therefore, th a t a small change in these term s m ight lead to a com paratively large deviation of a from its true value.
The correct procedure is to sta rt from A = 0 in successive steps, say, A = -0*1, -0*2, etc.; since, however, the equation was numerically integrated, we shall consider a case th a t can properly elucidate the method. Accordingly, let A = -1.
First approximation
From (4*6), disregarding the term -Aa^/24, fi = e~*ax*(a + \x ) = /*00 where a is found from e~iax8(a -x)dx = 1, Jo whence a= l* 5 0 (5*3)
against the correct value a = 1*232.
Second approximation
More term s are taken in the exponential of/We now write again and in the transform ation of the second term in the exponential (5*7) write a = 1*5. To ease the computations, a somewhat higher value is taken for the coefficient of f4; whence a is found from the equation 
Third approximation
Consider now the complete equation (4-1). In the right-hand side instead off' substitute the second approxim ation (5-7); whence the third approxim ation is fH = ae -2 + A e-s J*( 1 -/a2) e s where for brevity the exponent in (5-7) is denoted by -2 .
I f we make use of the transform ation (5-8) the necessary integrals can be evaluated by numerical integration, and lead to the result aSO-915.
(5-14)
The average value of the second and third approxim ations is a = 1-22 which alm ost completely coincides w ith H artree's result; this value of a can be used for the next and final approxim ation. This example shows th a t, even in such an unfavourable case, this method leads com paratively quickly to the correct value. To find the higher derivatives of f ( x )for = 0, the equat sively differentiated; however, since e and ex are small the simpler; equation (6*6) m ay be used.
The application of the above equation to the case of the elliptic cylinder, con sidered in the first part, leads to the result th a t the separation point is a t about 108° 30' from the forward stagnation point (the degrees refer to the elliptic co ordinate).
In the case of a circular cylinder the extra term s in (6*1) as against (6*2) have very little influence on the position of the separation point. The present paper describes an investigation of diffusion in the solid state. Previous experi mental work has been confined to the case in which the free energy of a mixture is a minimum for the single-phase state, and diffusion decreases local differences of concentration. This may be called 'diffusion downhill'. However, it is possible for the free energy to be a minimum for the two-phase state; diffusion may then increase differences of concentration; and so may be called 'diffusion uphill'. Becker (1937) has proposed a simple theoretical treatment of these two types of diffusion in a binary alloy. The present paper describes an experimental test of this theory, using the unusual properties of the alloy Cu4FeNi3.
This alloy is single phase above 800° C and two-phase at lower temperatures, both the phases being face-centred cubic; the essential difference between the two phases is their content of copper. On dissociating from one phase into two the alloy develops a series of inter mediate structures showing striking X-ray patterns which are very sensitive to changes of structure. It was found possible to utilize these results for a quantitative study of diffusion 'uphill' and 'downhill' in the alloy.
The experimental results, which can be expressed very simply, are in fair agreement with 3c 32c conclusions drawn from Becker's theory. It was found that Fick's equation, -= /) -, can, within the limits of error, be applied in all cases, with the modification that c denotes the difference of the measured copper concentration from its equilibrium value.
The theory postulates that D is the product of two factors, of which one is D0f the coef ficient of diffusion that would be measured if the alloy were an ideal solid solution. The theory is able to calculate D/D0, if only in first approximation, and the experiments confirm this calculation. It was found that in most cases the speed of diffusion-'uphill' or 'down h ill'-has the order of magnitude of D0.
